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	Now you will find SCstylesheet.dot and Your Article in the Organiser (Fig. 16).
	Under In SCstylesheet scroll down in the style menu until you find our SC styles: 




SC Abstract, 
SC Author / Autor, 
SC Blockcitation / Blockzitat 
SC Source / Quelle. 






Figure 16
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Highlight them (hold the CTRL key to highlight more than one item), and click Copy (Fig.17).  You can now see the SC styles were copied from SCstylesheet.dot to Your Article (Fig.18). Our SC styles will now be definitely available for use in your document.file_2.png
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17						    Figure 18

	Return to your article, go to Styles and Formatting, select Show: All Styles and find our four SC styles in the alphabetical menu. 

To Assign Our SC Styles to Your Text.
Please Note: The Spaces between paragraphs are obsolete.  

Please delete all “empty” paragraphs, ie. spaces without actual text sometimes formatted as Normal or other (see empty paragraphs apparent in Fig.19 and deleted in Fig.20 below). 
Figure 19
Figure 20
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Now, select a paragraph from your article by clicking on its currently assigned style (usually Normal) in the style area (in the left hand margin in Fig.21).  The corresponding paragraph of text will now be highlighted. 
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Figure 21

Then select a corresponding style from the styles and formatting 
menu by scrolling to and clicking on it. For our example above
we chose the style “Title” (Fig.22) from our set of 13 styles: 

Title		-	for the title of the paper
Heading 1 	-	for titles of sections
Heading 2 	-	for subsections
Heading 3 	-	for the bibliography 
Heading 4 	-	for the appendix 
Normal 		-	for paragraphs of regular text 
List Bullet 	-	for bulleted lists 
List Number 	-	for numbered lists
List Continue 	-	for sublists

SC Author/Autor	-	for your name
SC Abstract 		-	for your abstract
SC Block Citation/Blockzitat	for block citations  
SC Source/Quelle	-	for references in bibliography
Figure 22
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Your text should then assume the pre-set formatting and display the name of the chosen style in the style area, as well as in the window labelled: Formatting of selected text (Fig.23). 

Figure 24
Figure 23
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Here is one more example: Select the next paragraph of text (Fig.24), choose the corresponding style under Styles and Formatting, here it would be “SC Author/Autor”.  Click on the style and see how the text assumes its new formatting with the new style (Fig.25).
Figure 25
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As explained with the examples given, continue to select each next text paragraph and click on the corresponding style.  file_18.png
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Your entire Article should be structured into word styles and sc styles from our selected list.

Please note:  
Make sure that you do not use the Enter key to skip to the next line within one paragraph. Keep the text within each single paragraph connected and assigned to one style.  When you press Enter a new paragraph of text is created that needs to be assigned a corresponding style and will appear separate from the previous paragraph online.  

If you need to move text within one paragraph to the next line for better appearance, please insert breaks instead (Go to Insert and select Break).

Also, please do not use the Tab key as the tabs will be set by us when changing the formats of all authors’ articles.  However, this is only possible if all authors use the same styles. 
Finally 
Your article should be a succession of paragraphs each assigned with our selected styles leaving no spaces other than those set within each style. 

If you wish to use other styles please contact the editors. 
Please save your document as .doc file (word file) and e-mail it to us. 

As regards graphics, please indicate the places in the texts where images, illustrations, tables and diagrams etc. should appear, by numbering them consecutively as Figure 1, Figure 2, etc.  Then, send these images, with captions placed underneath, as .jpeg files or .pdf files to the editors together with your article.  



